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Listen to the audio file and write your answers for Q1 and Q2b on rough paper or on an application like Microsoft Word. 

For Q2a, you may find it more convenient to print out the second page and cross out information on it. You could also 
write down the Kristang word corresponding to each image on a piece of paper, and cross each word out as you hear it, 
instead of printing out the images. Read the instructions for Q2a and then decide what is most suitable for you.

1a. Listen and draw Fuad’s family tree as Fuad talks about his family. As you add people to the tree, write down how 
each person is related to Fuad in Kristang below their name. You may otherwise draw Fuad’s family tree in any 
manner that is useful / makes sense to you.

EXAMPLE Step 1. You hear Fuad say “My wife’s name is Lisa.” in Kristang.
Step 2. You add Lisa to Fuad’s family tree, as shown on the right.
Step 3. You indicate how Lisa is related to Fuad, as shown on the right.
Step 4. You hear Fuad say “My son’s name is Justin.” in Kristang.
Step 5. You add Justin to Fuad’s family tree, as shown on the right.
Step 6. You indicate how Justin is related to Fuad, as shown on the right.

1b. Now, use the tree to answer 5 questions in Kristang that you will hear about Fuad’s family.

CHALLENGE Describe each person in relation to (a) Johari and (b) Yuhanis.

2a. Fuad’s family members all have different occupations, animals and things. Listen to Fuad talk about what 
occupations, animals and things are present in his family. As you listen, use the table on the next page to keep track 
of the occupations, animals and things that are present in Fuad’s family by putting a tick next to the box 
corresponding to each occupation, animal or thing that Fuad mentions.
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Fuad = Lisa
Fuad sa muleh

Justin
Fuad sa filu

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 5

STEP 6
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2b. Now, write down, in complete sentences in Kristang, the animals, occupations and things from the list above that 
Fuad’s family does not have.

CHALLENGE In addition to the animals and occupations represented above, write down all the animals and occupations 
that Fuad’s family does not have not represented above but which we have already learned.
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